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Digital transformations frequently
end in failure and business leaders
invariably blame the technology.
However, if they focus on what really
matters – their people – success
rates soar
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Daring to disagree
Disagreement in the workplace can
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perspectives are an important tool in
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between divisive argument and
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Jean-Luc Robert is CEO of
Bridgepoint-backed Kyriba, the
global leader in active liquidity
management. A serial entrepreneur,
Robert’s interests spread far
beyond ﬁnance
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Well out of order
Wellness was barely even a word until
it became a global phenomenon. But
in today’s world, wellness seems at
best irrelevant, at worst oﬀensive

•Foreword

Tales of our times
At a time when the world struggles to make sense of Covid-19, the ability to
tell a compelling narrative has never been more relevant and important.
Today, storytellers, be they politicians or business leaders, have an
opportunity to create a lasting connection with their electorate or customer
base. In this edition of The Point, we explore how effective brands are
forging emotional ties with their customers (‘Tell me a story’, page 14).
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Is it perhaps a sign of the times or
something deeper that many consumers
are rejecting mass-produced and
generic goods in favour of products
positioned as simplified, back to basics
and of better quality? Find out how and
why the appeal of finely made goods
that combine the best personal craftsmanship and cutting-edge tools are
resonating in today’s market (‘Crafting a
connection’, page 25).
At the same time, many consumers
are slightly mistrustful of companies
that stress their green credentials. In
‘Hidden Virtues’ (page 31), we look into
why this is so, how businesses are
responding and whether attitudes are
changing.
We profile one of our portfolio
company CEOs, too – and hear his
story. Jean-Luc Robert heads Kyriba, a
company whose skills are very much of
the moment: liquidity management. In
‘Making a mark’(page 8), Robert
explains how he is building a global
company that helps businesses focus on

how to transform liquidity into cash.
This edition also highlights
investments made by Bridgepoint over
the past six months. These include
PharmaZell, a German global leader in
the production of active pharmaceutical
ingredients that are used by drug
companies around the world; Oris
Dental, a leading Norwegian dental
care provider; Reassured, one of the
UK’s biggest life insurance brokers; and
Cyrus, a leading financial advisory and
asset management business in France.
As always, we hope you find The Point
an interesting read and welcome your
feedback via thepoint@bridgepoint.eu.
Enjoy this edition

•

William Jackson
is managing partner
of Bridgepoint
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| Bridgepoint news

BDC invests in fastexpanding Nordic
dental group

Bridgepoint acquires leading
drug components group
Bridgepoint has bought PharmaZell, a top manufacturer of
specialist ingredients for the pharmaceutical industry
PharmaZell is a global
leader in the production
of active pharmaceutical
ingredients (APIs), which
are used by drug
companies around the
world.
APIs act as key
components in drugs
and PharmaZell has
developed a portfolio of
more than 70 products,
with a particular focus
on the treatment of
respiratory, inﬂammatory and liver disease.
Founded in Bavaria

after the Second World
War, the company has
been making APIs for
more than 70
years. Today, it
operates four
state-of-the-art sites in
Germany, Italy and India,
and has more than 900
employees worldwide.
The global market for
small-molecule APIs is
estimated at more than
$70 billion and the
outlook is highly
encouraging, as demand
is growing and large

drug companies are
increasingly turning to
niche suppliers to
manufacture key
components.
Bridgepoint
senior partner Carsten
Kratz says: “PharmaZell
represents an exciting
opportunity to invest in
a robust platform with
an experienced
management team and a
high-quality customer
base in the growing and
non-cyclical pharma
market.”

Bridgepoint
Development Capital
(BDC) has acquired a
majority stake in Oris
Dental, a
leading
Norwegian
dental care provider,
with a nationwide
portfolio of clinics and
laboratories.
Established in 2016,
the company has
expanded fast and
today operates 25
clinics and four laboratories across Norway.
Headquartered in
Trondheim, Norway’s
third-largest city, it has

ambitious plans for
growth, both
organically and through
acquisition.
“We are very
impressed by Oris
Dental's progress
to date. The company
has built a leading
position in the
Norwegian market,
thanks to its focus on
high-quality services
and a dentist-centric
model. We look forward
to partnering the team
to develop the business
further,” says BDC
partner Johan
Dahlfors

•

•

French ﬁnancial adviser gains support
from Bridgepoint Development Capital

Life insurance broker wins
capital investment

Cyrus is a leading
ﬁnancial advisory and
asset management
business in France, with
more than 10,000
clients, including many
high net worth
individuals and
entrepreneurs. The
group manages more
than €3.5 billion of
assets and structures
real estate investments
for clients, too.
Bridgepoint
Development Capital
(BDC) has now acquired
a minority stake in Cyrus,
to provide support as it
pursues a high-growth

Bridgepoint
Development Capital
(BDC) is making a
minority growth capital
investment in
Reassured, one of the
UK’s biggest life
insurance brokers.
Under the transaction,
BDC will support
Reassured as it
expands in its
ﬁeld, developing
new products and
investing in technology
to improve scalability
and eﬃciency.
BDC managing
partner Michael Black,
says: “We are delighted
to be partnering the
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strategy. The
French
independent
ﬁnancial advisor market
is worth €1.8 billion and
is highly fragmented,
with more than 3,000
participants. Cyrus is
well placed to act as a
consolidator in the
industry, as it is well

regarded
and has
developed a
leadership position in
its sector.
In recent years, too,
French independent
advisers have taken
market share from
traditional banks and
insurers

•

team at Reassured.
Supporting highly
ambitious and driven
founders and executives
in high-growth
businesses is at the
heart of what we do.”
Reassured founder
and CEO Steve Marshall
says: “We’ve been
growing our
business at an
unprecedented
rate over the past few
years. Partnering
Bridgepoint, with its
substantial expertise in
growing businesses,
creates an opportunity
to build and diversify our
business even further.”

•

•Analysis

Daring
to disagree
Disagreement in the workplace can prove disruptive,
arguably more so now than ever. Yet discussion, debate
and disagreement are critical tools, as companies strive to
avoid complacency and drive development.
How can businesses strike the right balance?
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Groupthink is a pernicious
bubble that requires
some air removal every
now and again to check
on reality
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atherine Johnson was
never afraid of a
disagreement. A Nasa
mathematician, she died
aged 101 in February, but her
working life exemplified the tale of
The Emperor’s New Clothes –
where a child has the courage to
disagree with a crowd that is under
the spell of groupthink.
In 1953, women at her
laboratory didn’t question or
disagree with men. Not only was
Johnson female, but she was black
and therefore segregated into the
“colored computing” area. Male
engineers were grand designers,
women were “computers in
skirts”. Johnson was, however,
indisputably good at maths. In
her first week at work, she
pointed out that there was an error
in a vital equation made by one of
the engineers in the flight
research unit.
Was it possible that the
engineer may have made a
mistake? She didn’t challenge him
with an overt: “You are wrong.”
She merely posed the question.
The engineer refused to admit he
had made a mistake, but he
blushed and ceded the point.
Raucous shouting
How organisations discuss and
disagree is a mark of their
maturity. Groupthink is a
pernicious bubble that requires
some air removal every now and
again to check on reality. The
dangers of wilful blindness are
legion in organisations that lack
the ability to test and question. At
the same time, however, rambling
and inconsequential meetings at

which everyone is allowed to
express an opinion can be sand in
the gears of any business. The
opinion of some experts is more
valuable than that of others. That
is, after all, the difference between
an expert and a lay person.
Today, it can sometimes feel like
we are surrounded by both
rambling, inconsequential
commentary and raucous shouting
matches on social media. Yet
disagreement does not have to be
dull or disagreeable. Humans in
groups can have greater intelligence than the sum of their
individual parts. As such,
disagreement can be productive,
and it has historic legitimacy too.
The process of thesis and
antithesis leading to synthesis is
German philosopher GWF Hegel’s
dialectical method, but it is a
method with which Aristotle would
have been familiar thousands of
years previously. Most rational
people want to get to the truth
eventually.
Alpha executives
Jan Hall is one of the most
successful headhunters of her
generation, and has placed senior
executives at leading companies,
including Diageo, Marks &
Spencer and easyJet. She says:
“The truth is, very few people have
ever got anywhere in business by
not listening or taking advice.
Equally, why would anyone worth
their salt remain in an organisation
if they feel they never have a voice
but are just ignored or shouted
down?
“That is not to say there is no
value in experience – knowing
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Conflict for its own sake isn’t healthy or
productive, but to shield people from the canon
of diverse thought is a very bad idea
what lies under stones that have
been turned before – but how you
deal with people voicing their
ideas matters enormously. We all
steal each other’s ideas.”
Hall has dealt with more than
her fair share of alpha executives.
“When it comes to disagreement,
bullies are not easy to cope with.
And it isn’t just alpha males who
bully. So how do you deal with
them? Do you let them carry on?
Many will have been doing it for
years. But you don’t respond to a
child’s contribution by calling
them an idiot. Respect is so
important,” she says.
Learnable skill
Her tip for the shrinking violet who
struggles to be heard is simple:
“Think carefully about the time
when I got people to listen to my
ideas. How did I do it? What made
them land?” This takes practice,
but it is a learnable skill. And when
it works, both the speaker and the
spoken to can benefit.
Of course, there is a difference
between being heard and being
assertive, particularly if your
assertions differ from those of

colleagues. How to disagree well,
even productively, can be a hard
skill for anyone to master. But it
becomes increasingly
important as people climb the
business ladder.
As leadership coach Penny de
Valk explains: “What people
mustn’t lose as they become more
senior is the ability to listen. Those
at the top often have a righteous
and all-knowing mind. Nothing is
new to them: their experience
sometimes means they feel they
know it all. They get addicted to
being right and disagreeing with
them can be pretty difficult. And
even when they do have to hear,
they listen with threatened ears.”
This can have serious consequences, de Valk believes. If
executives believe they are always
right, mistakes are more likely to
arise, because no one dares to
naysay them. Yet most employees
are fearful of disagreeing with their
boss in case they are misunderstood. And women tend to be
particularly diffident, according
to Hall.
“The number of times I’ve
placed a female non-executive

•

onto a board and the chairman
said to me later, ‘She’s so bright,
but why did she wait to put her
point of view to me on the way to
the lift after the meeting rather than
in the room!’” she says.
De Valk also notes differences
between the sexes. “Very few
people actually enjoy a fight, but
women are far more likely to be
upset by disagreement and take it
personally,” she suggests.
“But disagreements have to be
handled sensitively, whatever
gender you are. Fights are bad
places to take important decisions.
The wrong part of your brain, the
pre-frontal cortex, which is
associated with fight and flight,
gets involved and creative options
are shut down. I’m not saying that
difficult conversations should be
avoided. But they should be
collaborative, not adversarial.”
Passive aggression
There are cultural nuances in this
space, as well.
Tomas Chamorro-Premuzic is a
professor of business psychology
at University College London and
author of the best-selling Harvard
Business Review Press book Why
Do So Many Incompetent Men
Become Leaders? (And How To
Fix It). A world expert in

In daring to disagree, she found her place in
history. Indeed, in the late 1960s, she was one
of the individuals who was trusted to help to
calculate the trajectory for the 1969
Apollo 11 moonflight
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In Western cultures, it’s
pretty common for a kid
fresh from an MBA course
to feel that they have to
openly challenge their
superiors in the hierarchy.
In China or Japan, such
behaviour would be
unthinkable

personality profiling and people
analytics, he says: “In Western
cultures, it’s pretty common for a
kid fresh from an MBA course to
feel that they have to openly
challenge their superiors in the
hierarchy. This, they feel, gets
them noticed and helps them
advance – disagreement is
rewarded. In China or Japan, such
behaviour would be unthinkable.”
Chamorro-Premuzic is
Argentinian by birth and particularly alive to the profound
differences between nationalities
when it comes to disagreeing. As
he explains: “It took me nine years
of being in the UK and attending
meetings until I worked out that
when a Brit tells you they think
your idea is ‘interesting’, they
actually mean it’s the most useless
idea in the world.”
For Chamorro-Premuzic, this
sort of behaviour is not well-bred
courtesy but “passive aggression”.
However, it may reflect a deeper
truth: that Anglo-Saxon
businesses have traditionally been
more hierarchical in structure,
while those in mainland Europe
tend to be more collaborative and
consensual. He suggests: “I bet the
way Angela Merkel runs a meeting
is profoundly different from the
way Donald Trump does it.”
Fundamental level of trust
Many believe that effective
disagreement – that is neither
adversarial nor self-effacing –
comes down to a blend of
confidence and trust.
At home, for example, people
generally feel they can be
completely honest. There is a
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fundamental level of trust and it is
widely understood that things will
almost certainly return to normal
even after a blazing row. At work,
however, individuals can feel their
card will be marked for ever if they
put a foot wrong and tread on the
wrong toes.
There are generational
differences, too. While top MBA
graduates may think they are equal
or even superior to those around
them, some of those in generations
Y and Z can be visibly squeamish
around conflict. This can create
issues in the workplace and
on campus.
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Received wisdom
“There is a fine line between
insistence on civility and
intolerance of dissent,” says
de Valk.
“I find the use of the word ‘safe’
in universities very odd – safe
spaces. What they mean is spaces
where the possibility of proper
dialogue isn’t permitted. Conflict
for its own sake isn’t healthy or
productive, but to shield people
from the canon of diverse
thought is a very bad idea. How on
earth can conversational intelligence occur among the young?
How can they examine

•

Very few people have ever got anywhere in
business by not listening or taking advice. Equally,
why would anyone worth their salt remain in an
organisation if they feel they never have a voice?”
and test received wisdom?”
This is a topic that would be
familiar to Katherine Johnson, the
plain speaker. In daring to
disagree, she found her place in
history. Indeed, in the late 1960s,
she was one of the individuals who
was trusted to help to calculate the
trajectory for the 1969 Apollo 11
moonflight. At the age
of 97, she received the

Presidential Medal of Freedom
from Barack Obama, and in 2016,
a feature film, Hidden Figures, was
made about her life. She knew it
was wrong not to ask a question
and to disagree. Her maths
demanded it. If the emperor has no
clothes, he needs telling –
and fast

•
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Making a mark
Jean-Luc Robert has been an entrepreneur all his working life.
In 2004, he acquired Kyriba, then a struggling firm with 10 employees.
Today, this Bridgepoint-backed business is the global leader in active
liquidity management, with more than 2,200 customers and 800 staff.
But Robert’s interests spread far beyond finance.

If I wasn’t with Kyriba, I would be
writing novels or biographies, or
running a publishing business

09
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ean-Luc Robert was just 27
when he started his first
company. Having graduated
from the École Supérieure de
Commerce de Paris, taken a law
degree and secured a fast-track job
in a global consultancy firm, he
had already achieved a
considerable amount. But he
wanted more.
“I was keen to branch out on my
own, so I formed my own financial
consultancy, Eurosept Associés.
We soon developed an expertise
around banks moving into
insurance and helped Crédit
Agricole to create its insurance
arm,” he says.
“It was a difficult exercise at the
time, but I worked on the strategy
with top management. We located
some software in Canada that
suited their needs and we were
able to take the business to market
very quickly, which was critical
because timing was of the
essence.”
This was the 1980s, when
bancassurance – where banks sell
insurance products to clients – was
catching on across Europe.
Eurosept Associés became known
as a leading specialist in the
sector, it expanded fast and, in
1994, Robert achieved his first exit,
selling the business to US

J

We have defined a new
category – active liquidity
management. We help
our clients to see their
liquidity. We protect it,
we optimise it and we
help clients to move it
10

information technology group
EDS, now part of Hewlett Packard
Enterprise.
Itchy feet
By then, Robert was already onto
his next venture, European
Engineering Software. “I bought
some software assets out from a
larger group and used them to
create EES, offering asset
management software to banks
and financial institutions
throughout Europe. It was a tough
time and there were some issues in
the original business, so I
restructured the company, grew it
and sold it to [former Fortune 500
company] SunGard in 1999,”
he says.
At the time, Robert was living in
Paris, but his wife had grown up in
the US and wanted to move closer
to her family. The couple relocated
to San Diego and Robert, having
successfully sold two companies,
took some time off. But he was still
young and highly driven, and he
soon grew bored with a life of
leisure. “I started looking round for
something to do and in 2004, I
found Kyriba,” he says.
Fortress in France
The name Kyriba is derived from
Kiribati, the Pacific island that is
the first land mass to see sunlight
each day. When Robert acquired
the business, however, there was
very little light around it. Owned
by a German bank and based in
Paris, it was close to bankruptcy.
“The company wasn’t working for
various reasons, so I restarted it,”
says Robert.
The business may have been at

a low ebb, but Robert was
extremely ambitious for it from the
outset. “It sounds presumptuous,
but my goal from the beginning
was to develop a global brand and
become a global leader in our
space,” he explains. “The first two
companies that I built up were
European in focus, but I wanted to
create something more significant.
I knew it would be challenging, I
knew it would take time, but that
was what I wanted to do.”
As a Paris-based business,
Kyriba had a bias towards France
in the early days. Robert knew that
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It sounds presumptuous, but my goal from the
beginning was to develop a global brand and become a
global leader in our space. The first two companies
that I built up were European in focus, but I wanted to
create something more significant
Kyriba headquarters, San Diego. Photo courtesy of Irvine Company

he would need to crack the US
market to establish a global
footprint, but he was keen to
strengthen the firm in its home
market first. “I wanted to build a
fortress in France and move from
there. I was still living in San
Diego, but I commuted to Paris,
spending several weeks at a time
in each city,” he says.
Kyriba had been established as
a cash management business, but
Robert was convinced that, over
time, financial institutions,
alternative asset managers and
corporates would choose to

outsource functions related to
liquidity and cash – such as
accounts payable, accounts
receivable, payroll and foreign
exchange – more broadly. His
hunch proved correct.
A beeline for the US
The company acquired hundreds
of customers in France and Robert
then turned his attentions to the
US. “It was a change for me, but I
thought it was the right thing to
do,” he says. “So instead of
spreading into other European
countries, we moved directly to the

US. We signed our first customer
in 2011, saw significant traction
over the next few years, and by
2016 we had become recognised
as the lead player in our field.”
Today, Kyriba has more than
2,200 customers worldwide and it
has 800 employees spread across
North America, Paris, London,
Frankfurt and Asia. There is
also an offshore centre in Minsk,
Belarus.
“We have defined a new
category – active liquidity
management. We help our clients
to see their liquidity so they know
11
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where it is. We protect it in areas
such as foreign exchange,
compliance and fraud. We
optimise it through working
capital solutions and we help
clients to move their liquidity with
our payment systems, which are
very strong and a great point in our
favour,” says Robert. “We are a link
between our clients’ accounting
systems and the banking sector,
and we connect with around 600
banks every day.”
Fragmented competition
The group has a significant
number of customers in the
insurance, private equity and
alternative asset management
sectors, but it has also developed a
strong franchise in the corporate

Name: Jean-Luc Robert
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sector, spanning a
I am passionate about my work. I believe
wide range of
that Kyriba can make a mark on the
industries from
world. Work/life balance doesn’t really
retail to manufaccome into it when you feel that way
turing to
technology.
growing fast in Northern Europe
“The liquidity market is worth
and Asia. Today, Robert splits his
around $20 billion, so it is a huge
time across the business, spending
category and we want to be the
around a month in France, a month
dominant player,” Robert says.
in San Diego and a month on the
“Our aim is to own this category on
road on a revolving basis.
a global basis. We do have
competition, but it is fragmented.
Diﬀerent worlds
We are the only company to group
“You need to get used to different
all the different functionalities
environments quickly, but it is also
under one roof and we operate a
a privilege to be able to live in
software-as-a-service model, too,
different places and experience
which is another differentiator.”
different worlds. It is not too
The company continues to
punishing from a health
develop in its core markets of
perspective and it’s also more
France and the US, but it is also
efficient to spent longer in each
location. Besides, I am passionate
about my work. I believe that
Kyriba can make a mark on the
world. Work/life balance doesn’t
really come into it when you feel
that way,” says Robert.
“I believe that you are much
Family: Married with three grown-up children
Education: École Supérieure de Commerce de Paris,
Université de Paris II – Assas
Home: San Diego and Paris
First job: Aged 16, I spent six weeks as an intern aboard
Le Clemenceau, a French aircraft carrier, doing trial runs for a
new jet fighter, Le Rafale. I subsequently chose not to pursue
a military career!
Finest achievement: My family, closely followed by my
partnership with Bridgepoint
Interests: Literature, travel, tennis
Car: A new Tesla – “It’s difficult to drive anything else
in California!”
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Businesses need to focus
on how to transform
liquidity into cash,
particularly when times
are tough. We help clients
to operate in a more
difficult environment
more likely to succeed if you enjoy
what you do. You have to have an
alignment between your personal
values and ethics and your work.
And I do. For me, making Kyriba
successful, developing a liquidity
network and a brand – that’s
exciting and it makes me
motivated,” he adds.
Strong partnerships
Having grown the company almost
from scratch, Robert reached a
stage where he needed to choose
between going public or finding a
private equity investor and
continuing to build the business.
He chose the private equity route
and, in the spring of 2019,
Bridgepoint became the majority
shareholder.
“We selected Bridgepoint
because of their reputation, but
also because they had a twin
culture, split between Europe and
the US, which was essential for us.
They were a natural fit and it has
worked very well. They were the
right choice,” says Robert.
Looking ahead, Robert is,
if anything, more ambitious
than ever.
“We have a unique opportunity.
We have created a brand and a
reputation as the leader in active
liquidity management. We are
technically advanced and very

strong in research and
development. We invest substantially in the business so our
solutions are in the vanguard of
our space. And we have very
strong partnerships with our
clients,” he says.
“Moving along the liquidity
road is a journey and we can get
clients on board at every stage –
from Excel spreadsheets all the
way through to our most sophisticated solutions. But we have very
little churn – our first clients are
still with us. So we are seen as the
lead solution today and I am
determined that we will be seen as
the lead solution tomorrow.”
Like every business, Kyriba
has been and will be affected by
Covid-19. But the nature of the
company provides an element
of resilience.
“Liquidity is essential for all
companies. It is everywhere, but
most businesses don’t take enough
care of it. Businesses need to focus
on how to transform liquidity into
cash, particularly when times are
tough. We help clients to operate
in a more difficult environment,
especially when people have to
work remotely and can no longer
travel,” Robert says.
“Our systems make liquidity
visible and give clients the ability
to access to cash from that

liquidity. In an economic
downturn, that is more important
than ever. People need to keep
control of cash and payments, and
they need to manage liquidity
more actively.”
Literary passion
Robert is completely dedicated to
his work and to growing Kyriba
substantially over the next few
years, but he has another passion,
too: literature. “I am an avid reader.
I love novels – French, German,
US, Chinese, Japanese and Latin
American novels. Reading books
from around the world is a really
good way to understand other
cultures and civilisations,” he says.
Having studied Greek at school,
he has recently turned to classical
literature, such as The Iliad and
The Odyssey, reading these epic
works in English, French and the
original Greek.
“If I wasn’t with Kyriba, I would
be writing novels or biographies,
or running a publishing business,”
he says. “You see a lot of younger
writers, but people can start
writing later in life and if I had
more time, I would. It’s
fascinating. When I move into
an advisory role, that’s what I’d
like to do. In fact, I’ve written a
couple of books already, but they
need work.”

•
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Tell me a story. . .
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• Business

Storytelling has been part of the human experience for millennia. Now it has
moved into the business arena – and compelling narrative has become an
essential plank of commercial success

15
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n 2016, visitors to Airbnb’s
website found a new option
called Experiences. Beyond
the brand’s usual peer-topeer accommodation
offerings, the Experiences tab
offered locally approved and led
adventures: a trip to an
underground jazz club in London’s
Brixton; a “sunset silent disco”
beneath San Francisco’s Golden
Gate Bridge; and even a “laugh
your way through the Louvre” tour
with a Parisian stand-up comedian.

By the end of 2017, Experiences
had been hailed as a success for
Airbnb. Use of the feature was up
2,500 per cent and the company
swiftly expanded into Adventures –
featuring more extreme outings,
such as island-hopping in
Indonesia and a “warrior boot
camp” in Kenya. But Airbnb’s
successes with Experiences and
Adventures went beyond merely
extending users’ options. More
importantly, they reinforced the
brand’s story.

Cutting through the noise
In 2020, if you want to make a sale,
sell. But if you want to forge a loyal,
lifetime customer base, story-tell.
It’s an age of information overload,
and the average consumer interacts
with more than 5,000 brands a
year. So increasingly, in both
business to consumer and business
to business endeavours, the
competitive advantage does not go
to the best-priced offering, the
superior product or the company
doing the hardest sell. Instead, it
often goes to the firm that can cut
through noise and earn customers’
emotional investment through
a story.
According to screenwriting and
narrative-marketing guru Robert
McKee: “Stories are the creative
conversion of life itself into a more
powerful, clearer, more meaningful
experience. They are the currency
of human contact.” And he should
know – not only does he advise
Pixar and other companies on
storytelling, his “storynomics”
sessions for business executives
regularly sell out months in
advance. In these sessions, McKee
stresses the importance of

Traditionally, business
to business marketing
has focused more on
facts, numbers, and
outcomes, so a story
that appeals to the
client’s emotions,
ideals or heroic
aspirations can stand
out even more
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approaching marketing as a kind of
hero’s journey, in which every
company’s narrative needs familiar
figures: a hero, an objective, an
obstacle and an action.
Consider again the seductive
power of Airbnb’s story. It says:
“We, and therefore you, are about
connecting the world. We are
united in our open-minded,
adventurous, globalist identity.”
Overcoming scepticism
Within this story, Airbnb affirms
the user’s heroic self-identity, while
simultaneously defusing the
insecurities and fears that a firsttime user might feel. On the Stories
section of its website, Airbnb
features a diverse range of hosts
and guests, united in their
sentiment that sharing homes is
good for individuals and good for
the world.
The overpriced hotel chains
and the killjoy city legislators are
the enemy. But Airbnb users – who
just want to explore the world or
share their own world with others –

are the heroes.
it”, Nike has long understood that a
Airbnb owns nothing it sells and
heroic narrative earns emotional
had to overcome the world’s natural
investment, and that is more
scepticism about staying in
important than touting sneakers’
strangers’ homes. Yet it is
specifications.
estimated to be worth about
Departing from the norm
$38 billion and is the undisputed
Other brands have created loyal
behemoth in the space. But the
customers without celebrity stories,
group is not alone in using
but instead by using their own,
narrative and storytelling to
deeply personal tales. Today, the
notable ends.
Back in the
1990s, Nike stood
out because it sold
In 2020, if you want to make a sale, sell.
shoes and athletic
But if you want to forge a loyal, lifetime
clothing without
customer base, story-tell
bothering to talk
about shoes and
natural beauty and bath products
athletic clothing very much at all.
sector is crowded, but when Burt
Instead, it told a story about perseShavitz and Roxanne Quimby
verance, overcoming obstacles,
started Burt’s Bees in 1984, the
and believing in yourself. From a
brand’s all-natural ethos was a
famous Michael Jordan retirement
huge departure from what everyone
ad that played like a motivational
else was selling. The couple sold
speech (and never mentioned the
their new-fangled idea by telling
brand, just showed the iconic
an old-fashioned story. They were
swoosh at the end) to today, when
big-city people. She was an artist
figures such as Tiger Woods and
in San Francisco, he was a
Rafael Nadal remind us to “Just do
17
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Once upon a time...
... Bradley Bergeron and Jonathan Dalton of Atlanta-based
agency Thrive Thinking suggest that, when a brand starts to think
about creating a narrative, the first step is a change in mindset:
stop thinking that the what of your product or service is of primary
importance; instead, focus on the why. Bergeron and Dalton say:
“When they buy you, they are looking to buy a better version of
themselves, their lives and businesses. If you know your audience,
you can craft your narrative to align with their aspirations. And it
all starts with the why.”

photographer in New York.
Together, they decided to leave the
rat race behind and move to the
wilds of Maine, where Burt traded
apartment life for an apiary. The
story featured prominently on the
brand’s packaging and marketing
– drawing in the consumer and
inviting them to make the same
heroic choice: depart from the
norm and choose nature, like Burt
and Roxanne!
Building a community
US businesses are often associated
with more extravagant and creative
storytelling, but they are not alone.
UK-based juice maker Innocent
has pursued a similar strategy,
focusing on its origins, while
building a community around the
narrative.
As the lore goes: long, long ago,
in the late 1990s, when times were
simpler, three friends took £500
worth of fruit to a music festival and
started selling smoothies. On their
stand they set up a sign saying:
“Should we quit our day jobs?” and
they asked people to vote by
putting their empties in bins
marked “yes” and “no”. At the end
of the weekend, the “yes” bin was
full, so they went on to do just that.
As the company grew, this story
was repeated often, but its spirit
was also infused in every social
media post and in marketing
material. Consumers knew right
away: Innocent was, at its heart,
“innocent” – laid back, transparent,
built on camaraderie and
community.
This message was backed up by
an authentic commitment to
philanthropy. And even though the
18

... Build a community around you. Innocent was able to do this,
both by consistently participating in philanthropy and keeping its
just-three-guys-at-a-musical-festival tone consistent across all
packaging and social media communications. In that way, it built
a fan base that was not just invested in the product, but rooting for
the founders’ success (not to mention the quit-your-day-job
fantasy their story represented).
... Do a gut check for authenticity. Then do it again. Crafting a
narrative isn’t just pushing a relentlessly happy face on the
business. It’s telling a real, human story that transparently
includes nuances, and isn’t afraid to show some highs and lows or
chinks in the armour. Audrey Gelman, founder of international
female co-working space The Wing, was recently transparent on
social media about the brand’s occasional financial struggles. In
so doing, she told a greater story: how difficult it can be for women
to succeed as entrepreneurs. The story of her struggle aligned
with the story of the company, and The Wing’s mission to promote
women’s success in business.

company is now 90 per cent owned
by Coca-Cola, the timeline of its
humble beginnings still features
prominently on Innocent’s
own website.
Putting clients front and centre
Storytelling and narrative-crafting
tend to be associated with
consumer-facing industries, but
they can be just as relevant – if not
more so – on the business to

business side. Traditionally,
marketing there has focused more
on facts, numbers and outcomes,
so a story that appeals to the
client’s emotions, ideals or
heroic aspirations can stand out
even more.
Take Salesforce, the
international software and
customer-relationship
management service. The group’s
website includes a Trailblazer
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section, which highlights the
personal side of businesses that
have succeeded with Salesforce.
This is both smart and effective.
While it is fundamentally a story
about Salesforce’s own successes,
the section puts clients and users
front and centre, as heroes of their
own diverse range of stories.
Salesforce helped them to
overcome obstacles in their
business – and can do the same
for you.
Does the centrality of narrative
and storytelling show any sign of
stopping? Ed Woodcock, director
of narrative at London’s Aesop
Agency, says no: “It may seem
faddish, but it’s not going out of
fashion anytime soon. It’s just
too useful.”
Missing the mark
Of course, there are challenges
around crafting a genuinely useful
narrative. Consistently telling the
same story across multiple
platforms can be a hard needle to
thread, and there is a very real risk
of getting it wrong along the way.
Consider the cautionary tale of a

McDonald’s advertisement, where
a young boy asks his mother about
his deceased father. The more the
mother talks about what a great
man Dad was, the more the child
feels as if he doesn’t measure up…
until they go to McDonald’s, he
orders a Filet-o-Fish and finds out it
was his Dad’s favourite, too.
The advert was pulled amid
widespread condemnation. In this
story, it seemed as if the hero (the
boy) was simply a tool to pull heartstrings; the obstacle (death of a
parent) was beyond the
appropriate range of McDonald’s
purview, and the action – eating a
fish sandwich to honour a father's
legacy – was at best, laughable, at
worst, tasteless. Instead of creating
a heart-warming story about a
family coming together over food,
McDonald’s came across as
manipulative and tone deaf. Of
course, the fast-food chain was big
enough to brush off this embarrassment, but for a smaller brand it
could have been disastrous.
Looking ahead, there may well
be further accidents. But these can
be viewed as natural hiccups in an

•

Marketing is a kind of
hero’s journey, in which
every company’s narrative
needs familiar figures: a
hero, an objective, an
obstacle and an action
unfolding world of possibility. To
many, rhetoric and selling points
feel like relics of the past, as
immersive storytelling experiences
play a growing role in the corporate
landscape. The shift could enrich
both consumers and businesses.
McKee suggests that brands that
are willing to master storytelling
“will plant and harvest a timeless
bounty as they create the future”.
That may stretch the credulity of
more down-to-earth executives.
More prosaically, however, today’s
forward-looking storytellers have
the opportunity to create a lasting
connection with customers, while
highlighting their credentials to
all stakeholders

•
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Culture
shock
Digital transformations frequently end in failure, often catastrophically so,
but it does not have to be that way. When businesses focus on what really
matters – their people – success rates soar
hat kills corporations?
Hostile takeovers and
plain mismanagement
are obvious culprits. Occasionally,
a business falls victim to a “black
swan” – a sudden, severe,
unpredictable event, such as the
coronavirus pandemic. But the
single issue that keeps most
leaders looking over their
shoulders is digital disruption.
The threat is widely misunderstood, however. The theory of
disruptive innovation, expounded
by late Harvard professor Clayton
Christensen in his book The
Innovator’s Dilemma – When New
Technologies Cause Great Firms to
Fail, does not refer to incumbents’
inability to respond to superior,
tech-enabled business models.
Indeed, today’s dominant
companies are well placed to
remain so tomorrow, as they
possess tremendous advantages
in sector expertise, economies
of scale, research and
development budgets,
brand recognition, datasets

W

and supplier relationships.
Instead, disruption happens
when incumbents lack the
awareness or the will to reimagine
themselves for the modern world
by placing technology and
adaptability at
the heart of
their business.
The corporate
The problem
world strains
appears to be a
with the effort
failure to grasp a
of such digital
simple truth about
transformathe task ahead:
tions. Market
organisations
intelligence
don’t adopt new
firm IDC
technologies at all.
estimates that
People do
companies
spent around
$1 trillion on
them each
year, but research indicates that 70
per cent of these initiatives fail to
reach their goals.
The consequences of failure can
be dire. According to research by
Credit Suisse, the life expectancy
of large, listed corporations has
21
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We sometimes fail to
understand that
transformation can be
existentially challenging
for senior leadership. And
when we’re existentially
challenged, we can do two
things if we are not careful.
One is denial. The other is
to try to outsource the
problem to some big
technology consultancy,
which is just a disaster

collapsed from around 60 years in
the 1950s to less than 20 today,
and the pattern does not appear to
be improving. In a survey
conducted by McKinsey & Co,
only 8 per cent of companies
believed their existing business
models would remain economically viable if trends toward
digitisation continued.
Simple truth
How can so many organisations
fail in a task as essential as
preparing themselves for the future
when they fully recognise the
existential nature of the threat?
Given the amount spent on
transformation programmes, lack
of funds is clearly not the issue, nor
is lack of access to the necessary
know-how. Not only is there a
thriving market for quality thirdparty solutions, there are also
innumerable examples of
technology companies that have
themselves fallen victim to
disruption.
22

Frequently, the problem appears
to be a failure to grasp a simple
truth about the task ahead:
organisations don’t adopt new
technologies at all. People do.
Rahmyn Kress, former chief
digital officer at German consumer
goods giant Henkel, put it
succinctly at a recent Dmexco
digital marketing conference.
“Every digital transformation
needs to start with the people
first... it’s a cultural change that
employees need to go through.
And you [the employers] need to
help,” he said.
New way of working
In this sense, digital transformations are unlike the IT
transformations of 30 or 40 years
ago, which were all about
improving back-end processes,
usually to cut costs or streamline
specific processes. Instead, they
often question the very core of a
company and how it makes
money, they blur the lines between
industries, and they even
cannibalise critical product lines –
hardly an environment for
business-as-usual thinking.
In a recent report, It’s Not a
Digital Transformation Without a
Digital Culture, Boston Consulting
Group described five features that
thrive in such an environment:
autonomy, boldness, collaboration, a bias to action, and an
orientation towards the customer.
If employees do not or cannot
subscribe to this way of working,
no amount of technology
investment will be sufficient.
BCG’s analysis of 40 digital
transformations found that 90 per

cent of companies that focused on
culture achieved strong financial
performance. Among those that
neglected culture, the percentage
dropped to just 17 per cent.
Such focus can take many
forms. At Henkel, Kress and his
team set up a unit, Henkelx, which
was tasked with changing the
culture and digitally upskilling the
workforce, running interactive
events, drawing on the skills
of start-up partners and
experimenting with agile
working practices.
Hult International Business
School professor Amit Mukherjee
argues that change has to run
deeper still, to the level of
rethinking what good
management even looks like today.
“In the 20th century, executives
led for productivity – doing more
with less. In the 21st Century if you
are only doing more with less, you
will fail when you are faced with
someone who leads for creativity,”
he says.
Experimentation discouraged
This requires a far greater degree
of emotional intelligence, with an
emphasis on inclusivity,
collaboration and openness,
he explains. “You can no longer
lead by telling people what to do,
because you need them to
uncover stuff you might not
have imagined.”
Many businesses are not set up
for that kind of leadership, either
culturally or in their processes. In
traditional firms with a low-risk
appetite, for example, performance
evaluation and decision-making
structures often inadvertently
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Culture positive

Digital
transformations

90%

Emotionally aware leadership
One retail client was struggling to
change from a bricks-and-mortar
model to an omnichannel one. The
problem, Shepherd found, wasn’t
with the technology. “It turned out

Culture negative

17%

strong financial
performance

discourage experimentation,
rather than reward it.
Ian Shepherd ran UK high street
retailer Game until it went into
administration in 2012, hit by the
disruption of online retail and
video game streaming. He later
became chief commercial officer at
cinema chain Odeon, and now
advises retail and hospitality firms
on how to reimagine themselves in
the digital age.

•

strong financial
performance

that online purchases made by
customers in an area didn’t count
towards the local store’s revenue
targets. On the other hand, if a
local customer bought something
online and returned it to that store,
it was deducted from its revenues.
So you can imagine how the staff
viewed omnichannel retailing – as
a real pain in the backside,”
says Shepherd.
Having the empathy to listen to
front-line staff is an essential
element of any successful digital
transformation attempt – but
companies must be prepared not
to like what they hear. Changes of
the magnitude required to rethink
business models are rarely

Analysis of 40 digital
transformations found
that 90 per cent of
companies that focused
on culture achieved
strong financial
performance.
Among those which
neglected culture, the
percentage dropped to
just 17 per cent
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Companies spend around
$1 trillion on digital
transformations each
year, but research
indicates that 70 per cent
of these initiatives fail to
reach their goals

painless. As legacy business lines
are scaled back and old skills are
supplanted by new ones, the
atmosphere can rapidly fill
with anxiety.
This again requires emotionally
aware leadership, with a clear,
convincing narrative for why the
transformation is necessary, and
the consequences if nothing
changes. Language is important.
Shepherd says of Odeon’s digital
transformation: “There was
originally a lot of resistance.
Then, quite by accident, we
started using the phrase ‘test and
learn’. In a business that has
maybe been command-andcontrol for a very long time, it can
be uncomfortable for managers to
try something that doesn’t work,
but with these words, we found a
way of saying that it’s safe to try
things. Yes, what you’re trying
might be a complete disaster, but
what’s the smallest experiment you
can do?”
Existential challenge
Shepherd says it had an
“energising” effect on staff morale
and resulted in innovations such as
dynamic pricing and an industryleading decision to remove online
booking fees to drive web sales.
The benefits of bringing front24

line employees on board can be
critical, but they are not the only
ones who need convincing.
Indeed, Shepherd says that, in his
experience, it is often the
leadership team that is most afraid
of the consequences of digital
transformation: “If you’re the
buying director of a big retailer,
you get a lot of money, you have a
lot of authority and you’ve got there
because of a certain set of skills
and instincts that you’ve honed
over the years. Then someone
comes along and says being a
buying director in the modern
world is all about data analytics
and machine learning, and you’re
thinking, ‘I might know the least
about data analytics of anyone
who works in this company’.
“We sometimes fail to
understand that transformation
can be existentially challenging for
senior leadership. And when we’re
existentially challenged as
individuals, we can do two things
if we’re not careful. One is denial.
The other is to try to outsource the
problem to some big technology
consultancy, which is just a
disaster. The last thing you should
be trying to do is give a load of
money to someone to solve a
problem you don’t even
understand.”

Facing the fear of change
For most management teams,
therefore, when it comes to digital
transformation, they need to look
at themselves first. Have they faced
up to their own fear of change? Do
they really understand the
technologies that will allegedly
save their business? If not, what
will it take to find out? Are they
willing to admit they don’t know
yet, and look for help?
Judging by the failure rate of so
many digital transformations, it
would seem this isn’t happening
anything like enough. Hult’s
Mukherjee recently canvassed
some 700 mid- and senior level
executives globally about how they
approached digital transformations. Nearly 60 per cent said their
efforts were technology-driven –
three times more than those who
said their transformation was
people-driven.
“At its core, design thinking –
which lies at the heart of successful
digital processes and business
models – answers yes to three
simple questions: is it feasible
(technology), is it profitable
(business) and is it usable
(people)? Take one out and you
usually have a failure,” says
Mukherjee. “But we are generally
still chasing shiny baubles.”
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A

s hairdryers go, Jean-Baptiste
same process unfold, but the craft
Fastrez’s creations are defiantly
movement extends well beyond this
different. Each unlikely-looking
sector. Discerning stylists now
version features a standard black
choose craft hairbrushes, and chefs
plastic barrel complemented by an
travel to Sheffield to commission
individually finished wooden
bespoke kitchen knives made in the
handle. Trailing from the bare
city where stainless steel was
wood is a power lead and plug.
invented.
The Fastrez Tomahawk hairdryer
Market researcher Euromonitor
is more art than commerce. There is
picked “Back to basics for status” as
now a permanent collection of his
one of its top 10 global consumer
oeuvres at the Pompidou Centre in
trends for 2019. “Consumers are
Paris, including Variations Upon An
rejecting the mass-produced and
Electric Kettle. But in their striking
generic and… favour products
collision of traditional craft skills
positioned as simplified, back to
with industrial mass production,
basics and of better quality,” it said.
these objects highlight a major
social trend that has gathered
Implied status
momentum since the French
Importantly, Euromonitor added,
designer conceived them
these products confer “an implied
in 2011: Western consumers’
level of status”. In an environment
growing taste for human
where every category is awash with
individuality and craftsmanship in
cheap, easily available products,
everyday objects long defined by
highly crafted versions become
mechanised
uniformity.
Food and drink such as bread, coffee,
Although craft
spirits and artisan cheese have seen the
hairdryers are yet to
catch on, highly crafted
same process unfold as with beer, but
versions of well-known
the craft movement extends well
products are
beyond this sector
establishing a foothold
in numerous other
markets.
Discerning clients
From minimal beginnings a decade
ago, members of the UK’s Society of
Independent Brewers claimed 7 per
cent of the UK beer market in 2018,
while in the longer-established US
market, craft brewers’ share was
13.2 per cent, according to the
Brewers Association. Food and
drink such as bread, coffee, spirits
and artisan cheese have seen the
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Highly crafted versions become positional
goods, identifying the owner as someone who
is prepared to pay more for quality and who
has a sense of connection with the people
who have poured their skill and devotion into
these objects
positional goods, identifying the
owner as someone who is prepared
to pay more for quality and who has
a sense of connection with the
people who have poured their skill
and devotion into these objects.
Craft businesses see this personal
connection as central to their
positioning. The maker of each
individual product is often
identified and even businesses
turning out significant volumes find
ways to put an individual stamp on
them. Products from cosmetics
company Lush, for instance,
include stickers with the name and
cartoon likeness of the employee
who made them.
Personal input
In some cases, a direct connection
between buyer and maker is

essential. Sheffield knife maker
Stuart Mitchell regularly collects
customers from the city station and
drives them to Portland Works,
where stainless steel was first
produced by its inventor, Harry
Brearley, more than a century ago.
There, they spend half a day in
Mitchell’s workshop designing a
bespoke knife over coffee and
bacon rolls.
“Ninety-five per cent of what I sell
is commissioned work,” says
Mitchell, who did his apprenticeship in the late 1980s under his
father. “Quite honestly, I struggle to
sell a knife that I’ve made myself
because people want the input.
They want to be involved.”
Scott Taylor, reader in leadership
and organisation studies at the
University of Birmingham Business
27
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Sheffield knife maker
Stuart Mitchell drives
customers to Portland
Works, where they
design bespoke knives
over coffee and
bacon rolls
School, points to the spread of tap
rooms at craft breweries as another
example of craft businesses finding
ways to give their customers a sense
of connection with the maker and
the process. And the same dynamic
underlies the web presence of
virtually every craft business,
whatever its niche: from the artisan
cheesemakers of Vermont to Hiut
Denim, the company reviving
jeans-making in the Welsh town
of Cardigan.
Hiut has found another ingenious
28

way to increase its
customers’ emotional
connection with their
jeans. The No Wash Club
challenges customers to go at
least six months without washing
their goods, after which “each
crease will have been made by your
own individual way of sitting,
walking, even which pocket you put
your phone in etc. They will be
made by us but shaped by you.” Not
only that, but “it saves a bunch of
water, which makes for a more
beautiful jean in how it looks, and
how it takes responsibility for its
impact on the planet”.
Embracing technology
Sustainability, social impact and
climate-consciousness are threads
that run through many craft-based
companies – and strike a chord with

affluent
consumers prepared
to pay a premium for
their products. However,
while sustainability is often
an important part of the pitch
for craft companies, this does not
extend to a rejection of modern
technology or techniques. Quite the
opposite: modern craft businesses
frequently combine traditional skills
with cutting-edge machinery
and materials.
Tek, based near Milan, started
making patented hairbrushes with
wooden bristles in 1977 because of
the health benefits wood brings for
people’s hair, says Matteo Todisco,
its communications manager. But
in 2000, it launched “the first brush
to use aerospace technology” –
high-tech ceramic coatings that
protect hair strands and fix colour
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better. Its professional combs are
made from carbon infused with an
antibacterial agent. These
innovations are carefully wedded to
a craft-based ethos in which every
product is “handmade by a
qualified Italian staff member”.
Breaking with tradition
This focus on technology and
innovation is important: modern
craft companies place great
emphasis on human skills and
knowledge, much of which has
been passed down for generations.
But they do not see it as their
mission to preserve traditional
techniques at all costs. In the case of
the UK’s craft beer makers, this has
caused some friction with organisations such as the Campaign for Real

Innovations are
carefully wedded to a
craft-based ethos in
which every product is
‘handmade by a
qualified Italian staff
member’

Ale, which insists that only “live”,
naturally carbonated cask beers
made the traditional way count as
real ale.
The willingness of the new
generation of craft brewers to break
with traditional methods – for
example, by producing artificially
carbonated craft beers in kegs –
may offend purists, but there is little
sign that contemporary consumers
see their beers as any less authentic
than real ale. “I don’t want to drink
beer that was made in the way beer
was made 250 years ago – just for
that reason,” observes Taylor.
Arguments like this point to a
wider question: what makes craft
businesses “crafty”?
“Contemporary craft makers
retain a really strong emotional
connection with what they’re
making – even if it’s made in a 3D
printer,” says Taylor. “For me, that’s
the key connection that makes
contemporary craft interesting.”
The personal
commitment of the
makers clearly

matters. But other elements are
equally important: the importance
of human knowledge and craft
skills; dedication to quality and
sustainability in the materials used;
the place where the product is made
and the primacy of the makers in the
corporate hierarchy. In the absence
of formal definitions, some
combination of these factors usually
enables consumers to identify craft
products. And where formal
definitions have been attempted,
they have proved problematic.
Shelby Solomon, assistant
professor at the University of West
Florida College of Business, points
to the tendency of craft entrepreneurs to prefer relatively small-scale
production and independent
ownership, which he calls the
“oppositional identity” that many
adopt to distance themselves from
big business and demonstrate their
authenticity.
US craft brewers are formally
defined by a 25 per cent limit on
external ownership and caps on
annual volumes, he says. But over
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Sustainability is often
an important part of
the pitch for craft
companies, but this
does not extend to a
rejection of modern
technology or
techniques. Quite the
opposite

the years, the industry body for craft
brewing has repeatedly lifted the
volume cap to allow the largest
brewers, such as Brooklyn, The
Boston Beer Company and
Lagunitas, to scale up while
retaining the craft label.
“That catches a lot of flak,” says
Solomon. A number of craft brewers
30

in the US and UK have also been
acquired by mainstream brewing
giants such as AB InBev and Coors,
which excludes them from the
formal craft definition as well as
compromising their craft
credentials in the eyes of many
consumers.
Tipping point
“It gets harder and harder to
distinguish which really is a craft
beer and which isn’t, in terms of
who they’re owned by nowadays.”
This suggests that the essence of
being a craft company is as much
about autonomy and independent
ownership as it is about the skills
and processes used to create the
products, which won’t necessarily
change if the company is
bought out.
Remaining relatively small and
independent is a price many craft

entrepreneurs are happy to pay to
stay true to their values, says Taylor.
“There are a significant number of
craft and artisan makers who
actively don’t want to grow their
companies beyond a certain point,”
he explains.
“There’s a tipping point and
consumers know what that is
instinctively,” he says. “The key is
consumption – once a product is
everywhere, it starts to lose the
exclusivity and positional value it
once had.”
Craft, therefore, may be seen as
embracing a way of working and a
brand positioning. For consumers,
the appeal stretches both ways.
And in the internet age, it is
an increasingly viable strategy
for companies to retain an
independent edge, while
simultaneously establishing a
worldwide reach
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Hidden virtues
In today’s world, most stakeholders would
expect businesses of every hue to highlight
their environmental credentials. But the truth
is rather diﬀerent.
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onsumers and investors
often suspect companies
of overstating their
ecological merits – a
process known as greenwashing.
But a growing number of
companies have been doing the
very opposite, choosing to hide
their ecological achievements from
customers. “We see car makers
who use recycled materials
without telling customers,
winemakers who have gone
organic and refused to put this on
their labels, clothing companies
that massively cut water usage and
omit this fact from their
marketing,” explains professor
Steve Evans, director of research
at the University of Cambridge’s
Institute for Manufacturing.
“Sustainability on the sly is far
more prevalent than most
people suspect.”
Companies have differing
reasons for this false modesty. For
business to business firms, a
degree of sustainability is valued
by customers, since many are
under pressure to disclose the
ecological impact of their full
supply chain. However, you can
have too much of a good thing,
argues Evans. “For business to
business, when a supplier goes
above and beyond in sustainability, the customer tends to
assume that somebody is paying
for this ecological zeal – and it’s
probably them,” he says. The
implicit mental model is that
sustainability only comes with a
price. As a result, companies want
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Consumers see a
trade-off between
being green versus
price, quality, and
performance
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a level playing field among their
suppliers rather than standout
performance. “At best, big sustainability improvements send a signal
that the full focus of management
is not being placed on cost and
quality,” Evans adds.
Proposed subhead position
He says there is another reason
business to business firms might
refrain from placing too much
stress on large efficiency savings:
“If a supplier finds a really cheap
way of producing something that
reduces material costs by, say,
10 per cent or more, the buyer may
well say, ‘I’ll take 80 per cent of
your saving.’” The bottom line is
that quite a lot of ecological
innovations from business to

business companies fly under
the radar.
The logic for consumer-facing
businesses is equally counterintuitive. “Our experience suggests
that many consumers see a tradeoff between being green versus
price, quality and performance,”
says Steve Hope, general manager
of environmental affairs and
corporate citizenship at Toyota
Motor Europe. “We found some car
companies in the late 1990s and
2000s made a big deal to
consumers about using recycled
materials and got a lot of kickback.
The customer response was that
I’m paying for a premium product
and so I deserve the best quality,
which means virgin materials
rather than inferior recycled stuff.”
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Proposed subhead position
Partly based on such insights,
Toyota today tends not to highlight
where it uses recycled materials.
More generally, it adopts a coy
approach to what experts consider
a pretty stellar ecological record.
Industry data shows that compared
with the industry average for
Europe, the Toyota production
process uses 48 per cent of the
amount of energy to make a car,
47 per cent less water and
61 per cent less waste overall. In
total, that results in a 62 per cent
reduction in CO2 emissions.
Hope attributes this focus on
cutting waste to Toyota’s origins
and the post-war period of
austerity, when materials and
energy were scarce and efficiency

When a supplier goes
above and beyond in
sustainability,
businesses tend to
assume that somebody
is paying for this
ecological zeal – and it’s
probably them
was essential. Yet while Toyota is
eager to highlight these achievements to investors and employees,
this is not a focus of marketing to
consumers.
“Most consumers don’t want a
car that screams eco-warrior and
they are not terribly concerned
with the details of how the car is
produced. Instead, they focus on
the way in which it performs for
them,” says Hope. “Investors care
because they want companies to
stay one step ahead of government
regulation and keep risks low.
Employees care because they want
to work for a company that is
socially positive. But an ecological
focus in marketing to consumers

can backfire.”
A range of other mainstream
consumer brands have reached a
similar conclusion about green
marketing. Nike’s FlyKnit line of
trainers, for example, is produced
with recycled polyethylene terephthalate (PET) materials, which
cuts down on waste by around a
third compared with traditional
sports shoes. Despite this, the
company has chosen not to use
green cues for consumers,
focusing instead purely on the
shoes’ sports performance.
Perceived deﬁciencies
Along similar lines, outdoor
clothing maker Patagonia uses
drinks bottles and recycled fabric
in its fleece products and jackets,
without trumpeting this to
consumers. Even Procter &
Gamble, widely admired among
business academics for its savvy
marketing, generally avoids overt
green labelling, despite signing a
five-year agreement to buy
recycled material for its Ariel
laundry product range – with the
goal of using 50 per cent recycled
material bottles in Europe by the
end of the year. In a recent
statement, the firm said:
“We don’t talk much about the
sustainability behind our
brands,” adding that it would
rather focus “on the white of
your laundry, the comfort of
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your family”.
The wisdom of this approach for
mainstream consumer brands is
backed up by an increasing
volume of academic marketing
research. One study found that 41
per cent of consumers believed
green or environmentally friendly
products are less effective than
regular products. Similar results
were revealed in Double Standard:
The Role of Environmental
Consciousness in Green Product
Usage, a report by academics
Ying-Ching Lin and Chiu-chi
Angela Chang. They found that
consumers tend to use more of a
“green” product – such as
detergent – to compensate for its
perceived deficiencies.
Green cues hamper sales
And more recently, business
professors Stacy Wood, Stefanie
Robinson and Morgan Poor
conducted a survey of 565
consumers to determine their
choice between three pesticide
brands and whether an ecologically friendly label – in this case an
earth image – would sway the
decision. While around two-thirds
of the participants said they
prioritised environmental
friendliness in buying decisions,
the results suggested otherwise.
When participants were shown
standard packaging, or one with a
safety cue, the choice share was
33
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similar at 43.6 and 43.4 per cent.
But when the package had a green
cue label, the choice share
dropped to 33 per cent.
“Our research showed that
for mainstream brands, customers
may perceive being green with
lower performance,” says
Robinson. The study also cites a
real-world example to support the
conclusion. The Clorox Company,
which makes cleaning products,
launched a Green Works line of
natural products in 2008, only
to suffer declining sales. By 2012,
Clorox revamped its branding
to remove the green cues,
stressing instead the effectiveness
of the products.
This does not mean that
companies cannot tap the green
consumer. But to take full
advantage of green sentiment
among consumers, Robinson
suggests that companies need to
go “all in” and develop
ecologically focused niche brands.
“Niche green brands may be seen
as more authentically able to focus
on environmental friendliness and
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thus to be the better option when
green motives are salient for
consumers,” her report concludes.
Shifting attitudes
This approach is epitomised by
brands such as Ben & Jerry’s,
which has been associated with
ecological causes since it was
founded in 1978. Originally a
homespun outfit, Ben & Jerry’s was
acquired by Unilever in 2000, but
the Anglo-Dutch conglomerate
pledged to carry on the ice-cream
maker’s tradition of engaging with
social and ecological issues. The
brand managed to lose none of its
lustre following the takeover and
has become the top-ranked icecream brand in the US, with about
$680 million of sales for the year to
November 2019.
Nascent trend
More broadly, there are signs that
consumer attitudes may be
shifting. Recent marketing of the
Fiat 500 highlighted the use of
recovered marine plastics for the
car’s seat covers. “Consumer
attitudes are not set in stone, and
there is sign of movement from
some consumer segments,” says
Hope at Toyota. The move among
some consumers away from
ownership towards renting may
contribute to this nascent trend, he
argues. “If you are renting a car, or
using a car-sharing scheme, you’re
less concerned at having what you
see as premium plastics or
leather,” he adds. “It is conceivable
that green marketing will become
more beneficial for mainstream
brands over the coming years.”
Evans hopes that this will be the

Investors care
because they want
companies to stay
one step ahead of
government
regulation and keep
risks low. Employees
care because they
want to work for a
company that is
socially positive. But
an ecological focus in
marketing to
consumers can
backfire

case. “It is great that more
companies are making innovations
that reduce emissions and waste –
even if they don’t make a song and
dance about it in their marketing,”
he says. “The downside is that this
kind of secret sustainability does
nothing to challenge the still
pervasive view among consumers
and businesses that being ecofriendly comes at a cost – either in
terms of price or effectiveness. The
more companies that give the lie
to this notion, the better.”
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•Last word

Well out of order
Wellness was barely even a word until it became a global
phenomenon. Now, attitudes are changing fast. As Monocle
senior correspondent Rob Bound suggests, wellness seems
at best irrelevant, at worst offensive

here are certain words and ideas
around which it’s wise to place inverted
commas. “Rock star” to mean someone
decent at their job; “disruptor” for a
company willing to provide a service
cheaper than its competitors; “hack” for
solution. They’re horrible. The quote marks
are like warning signs displaying the
distance at which it’s safe to stand from these toxic
buzzwords. This terminology comes and goes – mere
dust motes on the great mantelpiece of language.
However, one word that looked as if it would stick like
a barnacle to the hull of modern life was “wellness”.
Perhaps it will finally have been washed away by the
great pandemic tidal wave. Perhaps genuine not-verywellness will have put paid to the fake, aggrandised
sort of wellness forever.
Wellness. Roll it around in your mouth a little. The
more you do, the more ridiculous it becomes.
Wellness doesn’t really mean anything. It is certainly
not the opposite of illness – in fact, the madness that
surrounds wellness is almost like an illness of its own.
Wellness is really a soft-lit, Instagram-savvy collective
noun around which opportunistic brands can gather
and align themselves in order to better peddle their
“philosophies” (there’s poor old Aristotle, turning in
his grave) – and of
course, their
Wellness doesn’t want you
ﬁt and healthy, it wants you
“products”.
nervous about how to be
“Wellness practitioners” insist that
wellness is not a luxury; it is an essential way of life. In
fact, wellness is precisely a luxury: it is expensive and
non-essential. In first-world countries, being able to
eat, exercise and think in a way that keeps you well is
largely achievable for little money, but that’s not what
wellness is. Wellness doesn’t want you fit and healthy,
it wants you nervous about how to be.
According to the Global Wellness Institute (surely
an organisation begging for Louis Theroux’s camera
crew), the global wellness industry is worth
$4.2 trillion. The largest economic component of this,
at a cool $1.1 trillion, is personal care, beauty and antiageing. That’ll be because wellness appeals most to
attractive, monied celebrities and the people who look
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up to them. There are 18 members on the institute’s
board and advisory panel, and just two describe
themselves as doctors. The rest are drawn from
industries including real estate, fashion, cosmetics
and business coaching. One of them is a practitioner
of Transcendental Meditation®. Who knew it was a
registered trademark? How very wellness.
The figures for the value of wellness are in dollars,
not just because it’s the standard international
currency, but also because wellness is mostly an
American invention. Of course, there were Ancient
Greeks who exercised, Chinese dynasties that used
unusual medicines and mittel-Europeans who saw
virtue in a plate of pulses, but it’s Americans of the
stripe of John Harvey Kellogg from whom we get the
wellness of today. Kellogg pioneered a health
movement called “biological living”. Cornflakes, his
lasting legacy, were just a part of that trend, invented
to stop people sinning, because they were dull and
grainy in the mouth.
Today’s Queen of
It cries out for
Wellness is Gwyneth
distance, because
Paltrow. The former
while it’s allegedly
about welfare and
actress is the founder of
friendship, it’s actually
Goop, an online shop and
very unfriendly,
portal into a world of
almost toxic
wellness. Goop’s take on
wellness is similar to that
offered by many an Instagram influencer or YouTube
motivator: virtue, healthiness, a dash of oh-youcaught-me-stretching sexiness and a light sprinkling
of ersatz feminism.
But what’s it really about? In truth, wellness has
forced people to drink the Kool-Aid (disguised,
naturally, as green juice) and then charged a pretty
penny for the privilege. “Wellness” is the ultimate
word that requires inverted commas. It cries out for
distance, because while it’s allegedly about welfare
and friendship, it’s actually very unfriendly, almost
toxic. Wellness devotees would invite you for a run
and steam on ahead. If you tripped on a stone, they
would help you up only if someone was watching,
could lavish them with praise and post it on Insta.
Real illness has brought solidarity. Wellness? That
fad was mere selfishness. It’s yesterday’s news
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